EckohPAY

Secure Payments

An automated, secure solution available for
phone, web, app and text payments.

Why EckohPAY?
• PCI DSS compliant, 24x7x365
automated, Self-Service card
payments
• Integrates with existing
payment provider and
merchant account
• Full range of cards accepted
• Customisable call flow script
and voiceover
• Resilient hosted service is
ideal for disaster recovery
• Calls can be transferred to a
live agent

EckohPAY enables your customers to
make card payments conveniently and
securely over the phone, on the web,
via Messaging and with a smartphone
app - when it suits them.
Using our automated payment solution
you can increase the effectiveness of your
contact centre agents by freeing them up
to service more complex or higher value
calls.
Eckoh is a PCI DSS compliant Level One
Service Provider and fully integrated with
all major PSPs.
This technology allows businesses to keep
card data out of their contact centres,
which will significantly reduce the risk of
data loss and reduce the scope of a PCI
DSS compliance audit.

By protecting customers’ personal data,
we increase customer confidence,
minimise the risk to the business and
safeguard the reputation of your brand.

24x7 automated
service handles
peaks in demand,
relieving pressure on
contact centres

• Calls can be routed from your
current number
• Messaging or email to
confirm customer transaction.
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EckohPAY

Secure Payments
How EckohPAY works

Telephone payments
Callers are greeted and guided
through the automated service by a
carefully designed script recorded by an
experienced professional voice artist. They
can choose to interact with the service
using speech recognition or touch
tone input.
Web payments
Eckoh provides a secure and PCI DSS
compliant web service to enable
customers to make card payments. This
can be provided from a separate website,
or integrated with your website.

Messaging payments
Our PCI DSS compliant payment service
means your customers can make payments
using their mobile phone. Customers
simply send their card details and payment
amount to a dedicated shortcode. Once
the details are validated and authorised,
the customer receives a reply confirmation
message.
Smartphone payments
Eckoh’s smartphone payment application
can identify your customers through a
unique reference number and authorise
payment in real time. The smartphone
app can be used to store card details in
a secure personal profile, making future
payments even faster.

Secure Payments
To identify your customer and ensure
accurate reconciliation for your finance
team, EckohPAY uses a suitable identifier
from your system such as account,
customer number, product code,
reference code or bill/invoice number.
The card authorisation and settlement
is handled in real time and the customer
receives a reference number for
confirmation. Optional confirmation of the
transaction can be sent by Messaging
or email.
Card numbers are not retained after
authorisation. Payments are collated into
a daily transactions report, showing the
source channel for each transaction and
details of each transaction attempt.
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Our solutions are delivered via the
Eckoh Experience Portal.
EckohPAY works well with
Self-Service solutions.
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